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Queen City Yacht Club

Guess who’s got a new Pico? See page 9 for details.

Board Update/QCYC Info
OCTOBERFEST!
presented by Allset Catering

Saturday, 6:30 p.m.
September 23rd.
Buffet, includes 1 pint and
1 Schnapps
Music/Dancing
Door Prizes
Tickets $25

Rather be Sailing?

Q C Y C Board 2006
Commodore
Tony Pitts
commodore@qcyc.ca
R 416.360.0624
B 905.614.4272 x 2201
F 905-614-1430

Moorings
Bruce Forbes
moorings@qcyc.ca
R 905-640-6304
Grounds
Ken Owen
grounds@qcyc.ca
R 905.567.7224

Vice Commodore
Jim Thorndycraft
vice_commodore@qcyc.ca Membership
R 416-322 5209
Jacqui Cook
Rear Commodore
membership@qcyc.ca
Graham Dougall
R 416.828.2503
rearcommodore@qcyc.ca Planning
R 416.233.2277 voice/fax Mary Partridge
B 416-478-4044
R 416.203.9975
Fleet Captain
Craig Robertson
fleetcaptain@qcyc.ca
R 905 940 2393

Entertainment
Veronica James
entertainment@qcyc.ca
R 416.252.3435

Treasurer
Tony Araujo
treasurer@qcyc.ca
R 416.939.0429

Communications
Glen Newbury
communications@qcyc.ca
R 416.203-1029
B 416.423.8492
F 416.423.8298

Secretary
Geoff Heathcote
secretary@qcyc.ca
R 905.822.3803

Learn to Sail
Lynda Chubak
learntosail@qcyc.ca
R 416.604.4338

House Chair
Pat Whetung
house@qcyc.ca
R 416.366.2345
F 416.366.5678

Yard Chair
yard@qcyc.ca
Steve Hills
R 416.203.1032

Past Commodore
Dwight Hamilton

pastcommodore@qcyc.com
R 416.406.2064

Communications
The Clipper is published
monthly from May to
October. Contributions
may be submitted to the
publisher via e-mail, fax or
letter. While an effort will
be made to publish
submissions, the publisher
reserves the right to edit
material for length and
suitability.
The QCYC FLASH e-mails
are sent out on a regular
basis, detailing upcoming
events, last minute changes
and items of interest.
To receive and to place
notices in QCYC FLASH
contact theflash@qcyc.ca

Clipper
Glen Newbury
R 416.203.1029
B 416.423.8492
E communications@qcyc.ca
Website
Martin Snelgrove
R 416.276.0222
E webmaster@qcyc.ca
QCYC Flash
Laurence Concannon
E ljc2000can@yahoo.ca

Rates for Business Card size (3.5 x 2”) Annual (6 issues)
1x
$100
$20
Member
Non-member
$200
$40
The Clipper offers members and non-members of QCYC a cost-effective way to reach
an audience of avid sailors. Classified Ads Ads of 20 words or less are free for QCYC members.

Advertising

handbag by Anne Taintor

577Queen Street West
416.869.9889

Queen City Yacht Club

Ads should be submitted as digital files: Mac quark, eps, pdf, tiff, jpg (for tiff/jpg ensure 300 dpi
if type, 200 dpi pictures). For information on placing ads for The Clipper, please contact Glen
Newbury at any of the numbers listed.

Algonquin Island
Box 401, Terminal A
Toronto, ON M5W 1C2
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Tel 416.203.0929
Fax 416.203.0931
Website www.qcyc.ca

E-mail office@qcyc.ca
Restaurant 416.203.9007
Junior Club 416.203.8274

News

Is 2006 all that different?
by Pat Whetung & ‘Richard Slee’

QCYC Clubhouse 1920.
The more we change … the more we are the same.
The following is from a speech given in 1921. It was the year after the old clubhouse slid into the harbour. (See the QCYC Centennial Book) The current
clubhouse was relocated from the city side location and built on the island. Read the words carefully and listen to the wisdom that holds true today.
Your Board of Directors has asked me to speak to you on the question of Publicity in connection with the present plans of this club which have been so
ably presented to you by the preceding speakers. At this time, when our club is embarking, so to speak, on a new era in its history, it is more than ever
necessary, in fact it is expected that the members will be loyal to our organization and endeavour in everyway to further its interests.
This can be accomplished by spreading abroad among those they meet whom they feel would be good and worthy members, should they join us, the good
news of what we intend to do. If you will do this and refrain from criticism, it will be a power for publicity and goodwill, which will eclipse all other
efforts in this direction. It is important at this time that we should have your loyal cooperation in this direction.
During the months which have passed since the disaster to our club house, your directors have felt many times the position in which they were placed
with regard to their not being able to reveal to you the progress which was being made – real progress which you now know of, and which, for various
reasons, it was not advisable nor in the best interests of the club, to make public.
During this time, and I now feel I voice the feelings of your Board, we have appreciated the confidence you placed in us, and your patience under very
trying circumstances, which we can now feel have reached a most happy and gratifying conclusion. So that you are now able to do much to help us in
giving the greatest publicity – without exaggeration – to what our plans are – what we intend to do in the interests of yachting – what we are doing to
make the name of the Queen City Club good, and to revive interest in this the second oldest yacht club on Lake Ontario.
It is our intention to have our plans, if approved, by this meeting, published in the daily papers, showing the proposed buildings, accompanied with a
suitable write-up.
We need and expect to have a large addition to our membership and count on your loyal cooperation to this end. It will however be more than ever
necessary to be careful in our selection of new members if we are to build up a club worthy of our name and efforts.
If there is any criticism, do not allow it go outside of our meetings. Criticism is good in its proper place. It is constructive. If it gets abroad among
others, it is destructive.
It pays to advertise – so ‘boost’ but do not Knock.
Signed, Richard Slee
April 12, 1921

Yes, the author of this speech and one of the signators on the club’s charter was the grandfather of our current member, Richard Slee of CENTURY
CAPRICE.
It is amazing to me that his advice is so applicable after all this time. Let’s move forward with the same dignity.
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News

Women Skipper's Race - What a day!!!!! Sunshine, wind, great food, hilarious entertainment, 28 boats and 28 amazing ladies at the helm! And the big winner,
the recipient of an approximate $5,000 donation - the Disabled Sailing Association!

Women Skippers’ Race 2006 gratefully
acknowledges the generous donations from the
following companies and individuals.
Allan Rae Architect Inc.

Harbourfront Centre

Allset Catering

Harlequin Cruises Inc., Kathie Rogers

Neil Andrews

Interfusion

QCYC Winter Pool League Contributors
(aka Garry Baker, Jim Thorndycraft, Chris
Borgal, Doug Harvey, Paul Horne, Geoffrey
Lye, John and Beatrice Warren)

Sari Bercovitch

Veronica James & George Johnson

RCYC c/o David Pitcher

Beady Wendy

Gerry & Tony Karahanas

The Rigging Shoppe

Canadian Living Magazine

John Parks Entertainment

Craig Robertson

Canwest Books

Inga & Fred Mayerhoffer

Sue Rollinson

Jacqui Cook & Eriks Rugelis

Pam Mazza

Staples

Danesco

Nautical Mind

Jill Stewart, Royal LePage

Michael dePencier & Maple Tree Press

Neal Brothers

Lori Mason, The Store Mason’s Chandlery

Lesley Devlin

Taps

DFP Surveyors

Papazian Heisey Myers Barristers &
Solicitors

Elspeth Fanjoy

Parliament Building Supplies

Michele & Bruce Forbes

Mary Partridge

Genco Inc.

Pilot Insurance

Good Food Festival & Market

Port Whitby Marine Supplies

T-Fal Appliances
Jim Thorndycraft
Vineyard Estate Wines—Queens Quay
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West Marine

The View from the Lagoon...or are we Cursed?
by Lynn Kaak and Ken Goodings

Ken and Lynn somewhat obscure the “View from the Lagoon”.
The Chinese have a curse - “May you live in
interesting times”. I think it is safe to say that QCYC
has been living in interesting times this year,
but I don’t think we are cursed. Yes, we have been
dealing with the Algonquin Queen II’s “Annus
Horribilis”, and there is still some discussion
regarding the aftermath of the fire and the
assessment, but I tend to believe that whatever
doesn’t kill us makes us stronger.
It is unfortunate that some members felt that they
had to leave the club because of the added cost of the
assessment, and I miss some of them a lot. They
contributed a great deal to the club, and left a void in
some areas. However, this provides an opportunity
for someone else to step up and take over. Consider
this a kick in the complacency. It is so easy for us to
sit back and let someone else do things on our
behalf, but when they are gone, we suddenly realize
how much they have done. And there are other

members who felt that they had to leave for other
reasons, some of them “political”. I have a feeling that
they have left one set of perceived problems for
another set of perceived problems. Same garbage,
different smell; every organization has that.
As for the Queen and her terrible year… I will be
one of the first to say that possibly some of it could
have been avoided. I will end my finger pointing
there, probably much to the surprise of many. There
has been too much finger pointing already, from those
that complain about the choosing of her in the first
place to how the line ups were treated. What was
done by everyone, from those that chose that design
(she is still one of the nicest looking boats in the
harbour!) to the way things were handled when she
was down was done with the best intentions in mind.
Ever bought a car thinking it was the greatest thing in
the world, until you had to do the maintenance or
started to find out its’ weaknesses? Well, the Queen
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isn’t perfect , but she’s what we have. Yes, we can’t see
out of the windows, but she doesn’t leak.
Do I have a point to this particular article? I’m not
sure. We have a wonderful club, warts and all. We can
focus on the negatives, or we can truly enjoy what we
have. If you are feeling disenfranchised, try looking
back to what attracted you to the club in the first
place. Those things are still there - we have the
island, we have good friends, we have the enjoyment
of the water. It is not when “they” are going to do
something; “they” are “us”. Every member of
this club wants the best for it - we may not agree on
what the best thing is, but open discussion without
acrimony may be the best way to figure out what that
may be. After all, nobody is going to pave paradise to
put up a parking lot. It is just the idea of paradise that
may vary.

Photo by Susan Rollinson

News

Photo by Whitney Webster

We wouldn’t have this...

Photo by Whitney Webster

without this.

Shown here, some members of the race committee: Graham Dougall, Lynn Mortimer, Marlene Charmatz, Elspeth Fanjoy, Mike Smith.

Thanks for another great year of racing!
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News

The 2006 Women’s Keelboat Championship!
by Amanda Huxter

The crew, left to right: Gerry Karahanas, Jen Clarke, Tina Gaisin, M.A. Walker, Amanda Karahanas, Amanda Huxter and in front Julia Chabanyuk.
On Sunday, August 13, Synergy participated in the
2006 Genco Ontario Women’s Keelboat
Championships hosted by Ashbridges Bay Yacht
Club. The crew consisted of Amanda Karahanas on
the helm, Amanda Huxter, Gerry Karahanas, M.A.
Walker, Julia Chabanyuk and Jen Clarke. Even
though we had a full boat, Tina Gaisin of ABYC
joined us as well because she did not have a boat to
race on that day. The more the merrier!
None of the women had ever sailed together before,
except for Gerry and Amanda who had only been on
Synergy on one previous occasion for a leisurely
afternoon sail. But all of us (with different levels of
sailing ability) became an instant team and pulled
together to win all three races, capturing first place in
the White Sail division and the Genco Cup!
The day began with a breeze of 10 knots and built

through the day to 15 knots out of the northwest.
Sailing the X102 proved to be a good test for us all.
In one of our more memorable moments of the day,
while on the first downwind leg, the spinnaker pole
topping lift was accidentally hoisted up the mast (no
blame pointed on our boat!). In a carefully, if not
hastily orchestrated manoeuvre, Amanda H with the
help of two other crew’s knees and shoulders, climbed
up on top of the spinnaker pole to reach the topping
lift shackle with the pole hook. After a couple of
persistent attempts, it was retrieved. In spite of this
set back, we still placed first by a respectable time of 3
minutes and 44 seconds ahead of second.
In an equally exciting moment, during the second race
and again downwind in a building breeze, a small slip
by Amanda K during a quick gybe resulted in an
unplanned death roll! However, there were no deaths
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and Amanda K successfully regained control avoiding
a spin out. We went on to finish 2 minutes and 59
seconds ahead of second place. By the third race, we
were a well-oiled machine and sailed smoothly to take
the win.
We have to thank our cheerleaders on the race course:
Tony Karahanas, Terry Hofkirchner and Simon
Beacock on Anakalipto. We also cannot forget
honourable mention to the 8th female canine
crewmember, Angy, who tried hard to sleep on the
high side.
We all learned something new this day and everyone
put forth a fantastic effort. The event was well
organized by the Women Sailors Association although
a bit short on attendance. We will definitely be back
next year and encourage other women to put a crew
together and come join us.

Board Updates
Membership

Moorings

Jacquii Cook

Bruce Forbes

The following people
have applied for
membership at QCYC.

Timeshare. One thing
I miss about not being
home in the summer
is those wonderful
calls telling me I’ve
won a weekend in
some exotic location
(like Collingwood).
Of course when I tell
them “I don’t do timeshare” I always find
out it’s not Timeshare but a “Vacation Club”. I’m
already at my vacation club.

Associate
Lynn McClory
Eric Fraterman
Greg Kirk
Janet White
Dry Sail
Charlotte deHeinrich

Treasurer
Tony Araujo
Queen City has been
in the enviable position of having most of
its mooring space at
or near capacity over
the past 3 – 4 years. I
believe that this is due
in large part to the
addition of docks to
the mix of facilities
that we offer to new
and existing members. This convenience is what
modern boaters expect from a yacht club today.
Although these additional members have brought
extra membership revenues to the Club, our operating expenses have risen as fast, or faster than the
rate of membership revenue growth. This fact is
troubling given that new member revenue appears
to have slowed this year. If membership were to fall
from its current level, we would be faced with either
deep cuts to services or double digit fee increases.

Naturally, with all the little problems dealing with
Moorings it’s not quite a vacation. There’s the
issue with the constantly growing list of people
asking for a dock. There’s the problem of the
inequity of mooring charges between people on
docks and those on Mediterranean moorings.
These I had hoped to resolve somewhat by building
more docks (and a few more moorings for good
measure) but that’s been a little sidetracked this
year.
Of course, in keeping with QCYC tradition, this
year has seen no shortage of advice. One of the
most interesting pieces of advice came from a
Senior Member of forty years. It’s a brilliant plan.
It solves all our problems in one fell swoop! It
creates hidden opportunities for entrepreneurs at
QCYC. Timeshare!
Think of it. As of today we are all put on the “I
want a dock” list. Now those original twenty

While better cost control in the future can mitigate
some of these increases, Queen City still has a
large, aging and very maintenance intensive infrastructure that will continue to require large investments if we wish to retain our existing members
and attract new members in the future.
These investments will be paid for largely by two
methods, either by increasing fees to existing
members or by adding additional members over
continued, page 10
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people on the list aren’t as lonely. No more waiting
four years for a dock to become available. Now all
Senior Members have a dock! The best part is,
through rotation, you’ll get to see all of the areas of
the lagoon. It’ll be like going on a cruise. We won’t
have to leave the comfort of our own club and then
I don’t have to worry about those pesky visitors
either!
How does it work, you ask? It’s simple. We have
almost 50% of our moorings serviced by finger
docks today. That means that almost every second
year you can now occupy a finger dock. The rest of
the time you can pretend you are at anchor on one
of the peaceful Med moorings. For those that
prefer to remain on one type of mooring we could
create a whole new underground industry.
Imagine you were the sort of person that doesn’t
want to be on the “I want a dock” list. Your year
comes along and you have been assigned a dock.
You could sell that year to somebody on the “I don’t
want a med mooring” list! This may be against the
Club By-laws but if you slip a percentage of the
proceeds to Learn To Sail I am certain it can be
over-looked.
Think of it…. No more inequity since participation is mandatory. No more worrying about building new docks because under this plan we all have
a dock already. You even have the opportunity to
make a few extra bucks out of the deal while
supporting the future of sailing! Why didn’t I think
of this sooner? It would have saved all of that time
spent developing and communicating that
OTHER plan!

Board Updates/Thanks!
Communications
Glen Newbury

BIG THANKS TO MEMBERS
GEOFF AND SUE HEATHCOTE...

Early in August I
attended a meeting
coordinated by club
member and islander
Fran Ford to discuss the
vandalism and theft on
the island. This meeting was attended by
most of the groups on
the Island: the club
houses, canoe club,
Rectory Cafe, etc.
It seems the level of damage and amount being
stolen is increasing. One of the most alarming thefts
was earlier in the year someone went into a room
where a woman was sleeping at the Gilbraltor Arts
Centre and stole her powerbook (they usually have
1-2 artists in residence living there). There was also
some picnic tables are RCYC torched.
The meeting was only the beginning of trying to
figure out how to deal with the problem.
The only things that were agreed so far are:
(a) To be vigilant in reporting things to the police.

for their very generous donation of a new PICO boat for
the QCYC Learn to Sail program.
This new boat, soon to be christened Avery after their
granddaughter, has already been put to great use and is
much appreciated by everyone as you can see here!

(b) To report thefts to the community as quickly as
possible thru the island newsgroup. Having parents
recognize that their kids are ‘coincidentally’ out on the
nights break-ins occur will hopefully motivate parents
to confront their kids (I say kids because so far every
identified instance has involved young males).

Photo by Glen Newbury

(c) That most break-ins are 'inside jobs' ( i.e. the kids
know where to find alcohol, gas, etc. so are likely
former employees or kids with an awareness where
things are). On that note, there was a recent break-in
at the RCYC Junior Club with Byte parts stolen and
graffiti painted, which unfortunately suggest the
involvement of kids that have likely attended our
own Learn to Sail club at some point.
Please keep me informed of any break-ins or vandalism at the club so I can immediately email the island
newsgroup and inform the committee. Thanks.
Life at the club
Regardless of the work around the club, the occasional breakdown and a bit of bickering, what a fun
summer at the club and great weather!

Everybody whose cruises the lake knows Larry the The Oakville Club dockmaster. There is no dockmaster that makes a sailor feel more welcome after a long sail and Larry embodies the spirit of good service.
Here he is pictured with QCYC member Elana White after trying to convince her to get a free massage
from him rather than paying at the spa in town.
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New Members!/Board Updates
New Members!
If you are a new member please send your name, boat, favourite boating destination, why you chose
QCYC and other interests along with a digital photo of yourself (note: there are several new
members we want to feature but are awaiting digital photoes) to Tracey Thomas-Falconer at
traceytf@rogers.com.

Norm Paquette & Lesley-Anne Heathcote

Favourite Boating Destination: Cobourg! If you time it right and get there on a Sunday afternoon, a
wonderful band plays in a lovely restaurant called "The Oasis". They play on the patio every Sunday
from 4:30pm - 8:30pm and they are all professional musicians. Last time we were there it was the best
part of the whole cruise to Kingston - They be jammin'!
Why you chose QCYC: We were associate members at Queen City for several years before joining as
Senior Members this
year. We love the
Queen City spirit!
The entertainment is
superb!
There's
always something
going on at Queen
City, be it Live
Music, Karaoke, or
south shore BBQs
and Sing-a-longs!
And the people are
fantastic; you can
always count on
smiling at Queen City day or night! It's like a quiet vacation, a rockin' party, and a relaxing retreat all
rolled into one! Thanks Queen City!
Your other Interests: Music Music Music! Yup, you probably guessed from our other answers we're
big music lovers. Be it Reggae, Folk, Rock n Roll, Jazz, or Country, we like it all. Lesley takes pleasure
in playing music with Geoff (her father), with Lesley on Guitar/Vocals and Geoff on Bass/Harmony.
And, although Norm is not officially a musician, he always lends a hand at lugging equipment and
setting up for different music sessions. In addition to music, we both enjoy going to movies, the
theatre, planning events, and traveling.

QCYC Favoured
Electrical Contractors:

Attached is a picture of the two of us taken at theHeathcote's last New Years bash (it was a Woodstock
theme)...Don't miss the next one....theme to be announced!

Yard

Steve Hills
by Steve Hills (with
some ‘slight’ modificatons by the editor, sorry
Steve)
Oh Holy One! (Steve
means Bruce Forbes
here, ed.)
At risk of eternal
damnation – encourage
members to go henceforth, both the docked
and those heathens of the wilderness of med moorings, speak and let opinions be known to all of the
Board that the message of voice from membership is
blessed.
Your faithful servant,
The Humble Yard Disciple

Treasurer, continued
and above the numbers we now have. I’m not alone
in my belief that we have reached the capacity for
existing members to absorb continual increases
over and above the rate of inflation. After all,
Queen City already is one of the most expensive
self-help clubs on the lake.
One sensible solution that has recently been
proposed is to increase the mooring capacity in the
lagoon and spread the financial load over more
members. I believe that the long term financial
viability of the Club is dependent on our ability to
attract additional new members (with additional
mooring spaces) and capitalize on the looming
shortage of slips in the GTA.
Increasing mooring capacity can be accomplished
in a variety of ways. After years of study and consultation, the mooring committee has proposed a plan
that they believe accomplishes the goal in the most
effective manner at the least cost to the Club and
with the most benefits for the most members.
Hopefully we will move forward while we still can
afford to.
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Clipper Supporters!
More Than Just
a Catalogue

What a chandlery is about!
44 Midwest Road, Scarborough
Tel 416-752-1711
Toll Free 1-877-752-1711

Jill

email: info@riggingshoppe.com

•
•
•
•

Buying?
Building?
Refinancing?
Renewing?

Web: www.riggingshoppe.com

design...marketing...
printing...web.
• helping sailors and other sort for over 18 years
• QCYC members always discounted
• now with expanded digital printing facilities

283 College St., 2nd Floor, Toronto

416.423.8492

• More Choice
• Access to Canada’s Leading Lenders and Private Investors
• Preferred Rates
• First and Second Mortgages
• Rapid Turnaround For Approvals
• Professionalism and Integrity Above All!

glen@newburyng.com www.newburyng.com

But-A-Dream
Algonquin
Island Cottage

For all of your mortgage needs...

Sandra Epstein (of the boat Wanderer!) MBA AMP

• just outside the QCYC

Mortgage Broker
HLC Home Loans Canada
Direct: 416 712-3170 Fax: 416 987-5939
email: sandra.epstein@hlcmortgages.com
Special promotions for fellow QCYC members!!!

Weekly Rentals
Contact Jeannie Parker
416 203 9946
www.torontoislandvacation.com

(some conditions apply)

QCYC Favoured Plumber:

One pipe at a
time...getting the club
together.
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Events 2006
Picture of the Month

Restaurant & Bar
FALL HOURS
Until Sept. 24 Sept.24-End Haulout
Mon

Closed

Closed

Tue

5-9pm

Closed

Wed

5-10pm

Closed

Thurs

5-9pm

Closed

Fri

5-10pm

5-9pm

Sat

9am-10pm

9am-9pm

Sun

9am-10pm

9am-8pm

Statutory Holidays Same as Sun Hours

Tender Schedule

All times are departures from City — Pier 6. Deduct 15
minutes for Club Departures. Tickets $6/10 for $50 @ Office.
No one way fares.

The QCYC Beaver shows whose the boss by biting a dog to enforce the park bylaws that insists that dogs
must on a leash. In the process this QCYC favourite got an article written about it in The Toronto Star.
Photo by Jacqui Cook.

Do you have a Picture of the Month that represents the spirit of the club, at its best, its worse, its funnest,
its most beautiful? Please send with a description to communications@qcyc.ca.
Make sure it is at least a 500K jpg.

Events
Corn & Weenie Roast / Kids camp out Sept. 1, Fri.
Pig Roast Afternoon / Night
Sept. 2, Sat.
w/Now and Then
Wednesday Night Racing
Sept. 6, Wed.
Sept. 7, Thurs.
Deadline for Award nominations
LTS Adult Session 4 (9,10,16,17)
Sept. 9, Sat.
Sept. 9, Sat.
Karaoke
LORC ABYC Open
Sept. 9/10, Sat./Sun.
Planning Town Hall (1000 - 1200)
Sept. 8, Sun.
Sept. 10, Tues.
Planning Town Hall (1900 - 2100)
Wednesday Night Racing
Sept. 13, Wed.
Sept. 16/17, Sat./Sun.
Cruise out/in to EYC
LORC First Frostbite
Sept. 17, Sat.
Sept. 20, Wed.
Wednesday Night Racing
October Clipper Submission Deadline Sept. 23, Sat.

Octoberfest by Allset
LORC Second Frostbite
Champion of Champions
AHMEN 4 RC MCC
Last Chance Cup/Awards Banquet
w/Gist Band
AHMEN 5 RC NYC
LORC Third Frostbite
AHMEN 5 RC TS*&CC
Haul-out /Daily flag raising stops/
Octoberfest (All Set - tentative)
Haul-out
Haulout/Pot Luck
Haulout And/or Work Party
Annual General Meeting

Sept. 23, Sat.
Sept. 23, Sat.
Sept. 24, Sun.
Sept. 24, Sun.
Sept. 30, Sat
Oct. 1, Sun.
Oct. 7, Sat.
Oct. 7, Sat.
Oct. 14, Sat.
Oct. 15, Sun.
Oct. 21, Sat.
Oct. 22, Sun.
Dec. 7, Fri.

Mon

FALL | SEPTEMBER 4 - OCTOBER 1, 2006
Tues Wed Thurs Fri
Sat
Sun

8:15

8:15

Holiday

8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15
9:15 9:15 9:15
10:15* 10:15* 10:15*10:15* 10:15* 10:15 10:15 10:15
11:15 11:15 11:15
12:15* 12:15* 12:15* 12:15* 12:15* 12:15 12:15 12:15
1:15 1:15 1:15
2:15* 2:15* 2:15* 2:15* 2:15* 2:15* 2:15* 2:15*
3:15 3:15 3:15
4:15* 4:15* 4:15* 4:15* 4:15 4:15 4:15 4:15
4:45
4:45
5:15 5:15 5:15 5:15 5:15 5:15 5:15 5:15
6:15 6:15 6:15 6:15 6:15 6:15 6:15 6:15
7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15 7:15
8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15 8:15
9:15 9:15 9:15 9:15 9:15 9:15 9:15 9:15
9:45
10:15
10:15 10:15 10:15 10:15
10:45
11:15
11:15 11:15 (11:15)
12:15
am
Special Events Only
1:15
*Robbins Freight Runs. Tender Captain reserves right to switch boat.

Printing 100% post-consumer,
non-bleached paper.

